EXPERT OPINION

ON-SITE
- PERSONAL TRAINER
- INSPECTION
- MAINTENANCE
- OVERHAULS
- DISASSEMBLING AND REPOSITIONING
- PRE-PRODUCTION SERVICES

DIGITAL SERVICE
- masH MACHINE SYSTEM HEALTH
- REMOTE SUPPORT
- E-PORTAL
- TTE

HEADQUARTERS
Galdi s.r.l a socio unico
VIA E. FERMI 43/B
31038 (TV) - ITALY

USA
Christiana Corporate Center, Suite 401,
Office #423
Newark, 19713, Delaware - USA
Ph. +1 302 510 9077
info@galdi.us

MOROCCO
Immeuble Mathis, 571 Soukaii, BLOC A
Zone Expo
Av. Mohamed VI
11000, Rabat, Maroc
Tel. +212 538 006 807
Fax +212 538 006 771
service.africa@galdi.ma

RUSSIA
B. Novodmitrovskaya str., 23, b.3,
127015, Moscow, RU
Tel.: +7 (495) 269 12 53
Fax: +7 (495) 269 12 55, ext. 105
info.russia@galdi.ru

SHANGHAI
GALDI Packaging Equipment
Shanghai Co., Ltd
Room 1228, 12/F Zhongyi Building 580
Nanjing West Road - SHANGHAI
Phone +86 21 6039 1938
info@galdi.cn

HEADQUARTERS
Galdi s.r.l a socio unico
VIA E. FERMI 43/B
31038 (TV) - ITALY
People training is essential to reach the maximum productivity and minimize unplanned halts. For this reason, we offer different types of training packages for operators and maintenance staff, including tailored paths for specific needs and onsite formulas.

**ADVANTAGES**

- MAXIMIZED PRODUCTION AND FEWER HALTS
- EXPERTLY TRAINED STAFF
- INCREASED LEVELS OF EXPERTISE
- ABILITY TO MANAGE NEWLY INTRODUCED PRODUCTS